EMPTYWHEEL’S BOWL
MANIA TRASH TALK
Wildcard weekend in the NFL is coming up soon!
But, it is New Years Eve and we are well into
the meat of NCAA Bowl Season. There are both
traditional bowls to yammer about and the new
fangled college Football Playoffs. A cornucopia
if you will! ASU squeaked out a narrow win over
Coach K and Duke in the Sun Bowl, thus salvaging
at least a 10 win season and bowl win in what
was once an incredibly promising season. Still
not very satisfying. Our other major university
here, University of Arizona, is in action in the
Fiesta Bowl here in Cardinals’ stadium against
Boise State this afternoon (should be starting
soon on ESPN). I love Boise State, but this is
almost a home game for the Cats, and they should
prevail. TCu is on the teepee right now just
freaking obliterating the ‘Ole Miss Rebels.
Really ugly. Tonight, another SEC “powerhouse”,
Mississippi State takes on the Ramblin Wreck
from Georgia Tech in the Orangutang Bowl. I’ll
take MSU, but it may be close. From here on out,
I will be writing this in conjunction with Gaius
Publius, still sailing high on this fine Irish
win (he made me say that). For the Outback Bowl,
Gaius says:
The head picks Auburn, the heart picks
the Badgers. In the world of the heart,
Wisconsin will run it down their
throats.

Bmaz agrees, because, you know, cheese and
Packers are Wisconsin staples. Booyah! For the
Cotton Bowl, it is a matchup of Baylor versus
the Spartys of Michigan State. Gauis says:
The head picks Baylor. The heart picks
Baylor. Up yours, say the Bears, to the
corrupt selection committee and its
“process.”

The big games are, of course, tomorrow with the

Championship semifinals in the Rose Bowl and
Sugar Bowl. Let’s start out with the first game
out of the gate, the Grandaddy Of Them All, the
Rose Bowl. The Oregon State Quackers versus the
Rapists er, Seminoles, of Florida State. Bmaz is
gonna take the Ducks, because, well, they are
the proper Pac-12 thing to do and I also think
they are a better team. Florida State is
overrated. Gaius says:
Ducks-with-talons (did you see those
helmets and uniforms?) makes no sense.
FSU, despite their peccadilloes (yes, in
the world of sports, rape is a one of
the peccas), will leave it on the field;
also the Ducks; also their feathers,
pointed and sharp though they be. That’s
the head. The heart? Hey, I’m just
upriver from them, and Jameis Winston
needs a bring-down, a comeuppance. Time
for Winston to trip up on the field.

Next up is the Sugar Bowl with Ohio State and
Alabama. How many times are the college football
powers that be going to put the Buckeyes in
these huge games to to get embarrassed for
having done so? Just stop. For starters, OSU
should not be in the Championship series to
start with, both TCU and Baylor, or either one
of them, would have been a FAR more deserving
choice. And, next year, we can all blarney on
about the raging mediocrity of the team in Ann
Arbaugh. This year, the fail is from the home of
the Horseshoe, not the Big House.
Gaius says:
It’s troubling to pick with the corrupt
selection committee and its “process” —
the one that favors the big-money “Big
Five” conferences. But pick we must. The
head says Alabama and its own corrupt
process — the one where they sign 200
recruits, then toss out the worst 175 of
them after they enroll in “school” —
will take the game. But the heart says,
please god, may the Bamans fall far. I’m

not picking against the most corrupt —
clearly the selectors are that — but the
heart chooses the lesser evil, at least
this time. tOSU in a heartbeat.

There you have it kids. It is bowl season, look
alive! We will be back with a Wildcard Weekend
NFL post (assuming I do not get too sloshed for
the New Years. Music this week by the original
Chicago Transit Authority with a live version of
Make Me Smile. Holy shit was Terry Kath great.
Rock and roll em.

